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In recent decades, Pauline scholarship has been much about debating the so-called “new perspective” 

from various angles, but nothing quite as “new” and bracing as that set forth in this stimulating volume on 

Paul’s Christology and psychology. Though challenging a longstanding consensus, Fredrickson’s bold thesis 

derives from a fresh engagement with Paul’s Philippian correspondence in conversation with old texts typically 

ignored in NT scholarship: ancient Greek and Roman amatory poetry and medical treatises, on the classical 

side, and patristic and medieval mystical reflections, on the Christian side. 

 Holding together this multifaceted ensemble is the rich theme of longing love—a jealous love for the 

absent beloved that overwhelms, consumes, melts and excretes the insides of the lover. From the outset of his 

epistle, Paul swears such passion for the Philippians: “For God is my witness, how I long for all of you with the 

compassion (innards, bowels [spla&gxnoiv, splanchnois]) of Christ Jesus” (1:8; cf. 2:26; 4:1). Such draining 

desire cuts against common scholarly opinion that Paul’s writings transmit full apostolic authority or that they 

stand in virtual proxy for Paul himself. A letter may be the best Paul can do while imprisoned, but it hardly 

substitutes for personal, embodied engagement with the beloved congregation for whom he would pour out his 

last drop of blood (2:17). 

 Such liquefying erotic expression follows the lead of and draws its strength from the “compassion of 

Christ Jesus,” so profoundly extolled in the Philippian hymn. In a tour de force, Fredrickson unveils a “new 

perspective” on Christ’s incarnation as an act of self-emptying or “kenōsis” (“he emptied [e0kenw&sen, 

ekenōsen] himself” [2:7a]). In contrast to the prevailing interpretation of this self-dilution as a calculated 

transaction of humble obedience to God on behalf of humanity, Fredrickson reads Christ’s kenotic move as a 

consuming compulsion for passionate communion with humanity. “Kenōsis” reflected a deeply embodied-

emotional condition in ancient thought. Physicians associated it with all types of bodily excretions 

(evacuations), and poets recognized it as the melting of internal organs in aching desire (fevered lovesickness) 

for one’s beloved. In this vein of thought, the medieval theologian Bernard of Clairveaux understands the Christ 

hymn: “For he emptied himself so that you might know that it was the fullness of love outpoured” (emphasis 

added). Accordingly, Christ’s “taking the form of a slave” (2:7b) better describes his state as a besotted lover of 

human beings, a “slave of the beloved (servitium amoris),” than as a dutiful slave of God. In short, “Christ’s 

story is about a lover longing for communion with the beloved. The desire is so strong that enslavement, 

wasting away, and death in complete solidarity with the beloved are the only possible ending to this passion” 

(pp. 77-78). 

Fredrickson supports his thesis with a stunning array of primary sources, not merely cited, but incisively 

analyzed and correlated with Philippians. He also skillfully ranges across the entire letter, providing numerous 

fresh insights beyond what this brief review can cover. But the weighty implications of this important work for 

Christologically-informed pastoral ministry should be obvious. If we want to serve with “the same mind . . . that 

was in Christ Jesus” (2:5) and in the apostle Paul, then that “mind,” far from being some reductive abstraction 

of cool reason, must be suffused with hot passion and obsessive, self-decanting love for God’s people.     
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